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CHAPTER 3 

Louise Bedford: Trading Secrets Can Be Yours 

“After trading for this long I feel I should have some brutal stories, I don’t! I guess I had great sources for learning 

and I always had a good grasp of risk management.” – Chris Cashman 

 

Louise Bedford is one of the best female traders on this planet. This notable Australian obtained 

degrees in Business and Psychology, and has proven to be able to survive all market conditions. 

When it comes to making complicated trading topics look as simple as ABC, she’s superior. With 

her teaching skills and assiduous coaching endeavours, she’s assisted many former trading 

novices to metamorphose into experts. She’s presented some coaching works, including trading 

methodologies that can speed up one’s learning curve. Even, many other trainers have followed 

her examples by using her models while training others. With great zeal, many people have been 

assisted to be the best traders they can be. As a result of this, she’s a highly sought after guest 

speaker at trading seminars and conferences. She’s authored some popular trading books such as: 

Trading Secrets, Charting Secrets, The Secret of Candlestick Charting and The Secret of Writing Options. You 

can benefit from Louise’s excellent tutorial services by accessing her website at: 

Tradingsecrets.com.au. 



Lessons 

The most interesting thing about Louise Bedford is what you can learn from her example. Here 

are some of the lessons: 

1. It’s part of Louise’s trading tactics to stay away from the markets that aren’t sexy. 

Trading the markets that move protractedly in a zigzag or sideways or highly 

unpredictable manner can’t improve your trading stats. Trade only sexy and attractive 

markets, i.e. the markets that are trending well (moving in a predictable manner)… 
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